Electric Stacker with Initial Lift

Model: CDDR15S

This heavy stacker includes two models with a rated load capacity of 1500kgs. Specifically designed for intensive stocking operations at medium height warehouse. 2000kgs load can be transported using the initial lift function.

Advantages:
- The 4-points support structure with side tilt, low center of gravity design with excellent stability.
- Double pallet design: two pallet handled at one time, initial lift of load leg increases ground clearance to negotiate easily ramps, dock levellers and forklifts.
- Vertical driving wheel, offer small turning radius, dustproof waterproof motor, easy for maintenance.
- AC motor without carbon brush, good ramp braking performance, efficient electromagnetic parking brake.
- Free lifting mast with two side cylinders offers wide view for operators.

Model: CDDK15S
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